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Txbit Exchange was launched in January 2018 by a 
group of crypto enthusiasts and is a ‘traditional’ cen-
tralized exchange with a variety of assets like Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, and USDT. At the time of writing, there are 
67 assets listed on Txbit Exchange, serving 421 mar-
kets altogether.

About

Basically every centralized is offering the same thing: trading cryptocurrency. We all doing 
exactly the same, but Txbit Exchange has built its own identity over the past few years.

What makes Txbit Exchange different?

Fair attitude, no extortionate prices for
listings, and transparency about their
holdings for customers.

Wrapped ERC20 listing option - List your
project with an extra option tomake a
Wrapped ERC20 version.

Focusing on crypto to crypto trading
only. KYC-free daily limit. Intern KYC
verification, no sharing with other
companies.
User Feedback and Suggestions will be
at the heart of the exchange - A custom-
built forum for suggesting, discussing,
and voting.

All technology was built from scratch
with security and reliability in mind.
Because all the components are
proprietary, implementing customer/user
feedback takes hours/days, not weeks
or months.
A beautiful and responsive user interface 
- Since all of our back-end and front-end
is custom built, we focused on bringing a
next generation interface experience to
our users.

Generous Referral Program - Receive
25% transaction fee commission from
everyone you refer, for life!

Swap service - We offer our listed
coins/tokens our swap service, for a
smooth swap to a new blockchain.
Unique subscriptions - We offer our
customers the option to upgrade their
free account to Premium or Ultimate, both
give you a great discount on your trading
fee. Ultimate is even without a trading fee!

Education - Txbit feels the responsibility to
give their customers the opportunity to
educate themselves. The Txbit Academy
will help you to get all the information you
need to make good decisions and trade
wisely with safety guidelines, responsible
trading guidelines, and a lot of other
articles.
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Burning Schedule

Over the course of 5 years, we will burn 50% of the initial supply. Every quarter we 
will burn 3% of the initial supply until we have burned a total of 50% (1,000,000,000 
TXBIT). To burn the Txbit Tokens, we will use the 0x address. Burning is done by 
using the burn method on the smart contract, which will send the tokens to the 0x 
address. The 0x address is public and fully transparent. BSCscan will subtract 
everything sent to that address from the total supply. 

Supply  2,000,000,000

Burn program 
Savings     
Listings    
Marketing  
Reserve fund 
Solaris Holders 
Treasure fund 

1,000,000,000
150,000,000
200,000,000
200,000,000
100,000,000
30,000,000
270,000,000 

Tokenomics

1 1st Quarter 2022 January 3, 2022 50.000.000         1.950.000.000  
2 2nd Quarter 2022 April 1, 2022 100.000.000       1.900.000.000  
3 3rd Quarter 2022 July 1, 2022 150.000.000        1.850.000.000  
4 4th Quarter 2022 October 3, 2022 200.000.000       1.800.000.000  
5 1st Quarter 2023 January 2, 2023 250.000.000       1.750.000.000  
6 2nd Quarter 2023 April 3, 2023 300.000.000       1.700.000.000  
7 3rd Quarter 2023 July 3, 2023 350.000.000       1.650.000.000  
8 4th Quarter 2023 October 2, 2023 400.000.000       1.600.000.000  
9 1st Quarter 2024 January 2, 2024 450.000.000       1.550.000.000  

10 2nd Quarter 2024 April 1, 2024 500.000.000       1.500.000.000  
11 3rd Quarter 2024 July 1, 2024 550.000.000       1.450.000.000  
12 4th Quarter 2024 October 1, 2024 600.000.000       1.400.000.000  
13 1st Quarter 2025 January 2, 2025 650.000.000       1.350.000.000  
14 2nd Quarter 2025 April 1, 2025 700.000.000       1.300.000.000  
15 3rd Quarter 2025 July 1, 2025 750.000.000       1.250.000.000  
16 4th Quarter 2025 October 1, 2025 800.000.000       1.200.000.000  
17 1st Quarter 2026 January 2, 2026 850.000.000       1.150.000.000   
18 2nd Quarter 2026 April 1, 2026 900.000.000       1.100.000.000   
19 3rd Quarter 2026 July 1, 2026 950.000.000       1.050.000.000  

20 4th Quarter 2026 October 1, 2026 1.000.000.000     1.000.000.000  

Burn SupplyBurn dateRound



Listings

We want more! Our next step will be to get listed on a CMC top 25 ranked exchange. 
We aim to get listed on a CMC top 10 (tier 1) exchange in the future.
For future listings, we have reserved at least 200M Txbit Tokens! We see a lot of 
projects on the market where the project stalls at one or two listings as the project 
runs out of funds. Because Txbit Token has a limited supply, combined with a 50% 
burn schedule, everything we spend will need to be spent wisely!

Marketing

To promote Txbit Token and Txbit Exchange, we will create and execute a full-blown 
marketing campaign. We will use part of the liquidity to fund marketing activities. Our 
creative marketing team has powerful ideas for marketing. We will do promotions 
through our social media channels, like Twitter. We will attract some influencers who 
believe in our exchange.

We will reserve at least 200M Txbit Tokens for marketing purposes.

Reserve Fund

Txbit Exchange has been active in the crypto market since January 2018. We have 
seen both sides of the cryptocurrency market: Bull and bear markets and even a 
freezing cold crypto winter. If there is one thing that we learned after many years is 
to have some reserve funds to survive some bears on your path, we need to look 
further than only one month or one year!

Sometimes things can go unexpectedly wrong, and a reserve /emergency fund is an 
essential backup. We will reserve 100M Txbit Tokens in this fund.

Solaris Holders

For Solaris Holders, we reserved 30M Txbit Tokens. Txbit Exchange and Solaris are 
going their own way. The current Solaris Holders receive compensation for the 
breakup with Txbit Exchange.

Treasury Fund

The treasury fund ensures the sustainability of Txbit Token. 270M of the supply is 
allocated for the treasury fund .
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Features

Txbit Exchange has a unique concept to buy a premium or 
ultimate account subscription. By default, every user will 
have a rich experience on our exchange with a free 
account. If you want more options, you can opt-in for a 
premium or ultimate account, which primarily discounts 
the trading fees. With a premium subscription, the trading 
fees are only 0.1%, and with the ultimate subscription, you 
can even trade for 0% fees. YES, for free! You can order the 
package per month or order for the whole year in advance 
to get a discount of 20%.

Community Coin Voting

Txbxit Token will replace Solaris for the Community Coin Voting feature on Txbit 
Exchange. With the Community Coin Voting feature, users can vote for their favorite 
project they would like to see listed on Txbit Exchange.

To win a listing with Community Coin Voting, the project will need around 220.000 
votes. Each vote can be bought using Txbit Token, which will give it the first out of 
many utilities on our exchange.

Savings

Our holders can use Txbit Token in the Savings feature on the Txbit Exchange platform. 
With this feature, our token holders can lock/stake their Txbit Tokens for a fixed time. 
At the end of that period, they will receive interest. The only thing required is a Txbit 
account and Txbit Tokens. Lock/Stake your tokens, and we will pay interest in Txbit 
Tokens after the fixed time. Ideal for true HODLers that want to earn some interest 
while holding on for dare life.

Savings is one of the features where we use our liquidity to ensure interest payouts. 
Yet, it is another example of how locking liquidity will not work in our ecosystem. Based 
on the current market conditions, we introduce one savings plan:

12 months — 3% interest

For example, when you lock 1,000,000 Txbit Tokens in Savings for 12 months, you will 
receive 30,000 Txbit Tokens (3%) interest. You can watch your balance increase by the 
minute.

Premium and Ultimate account subscriptions



We will add Txbit Token as a payment method for our users to buy subscriptions with 
their Txbit Token. You can buy our premium subscription for around 1250 Txbit Tokens 
and the ultimate subscription for only 2500 Txbit Tokens per year. Our subscriptions 
are paid in advance and will automatically stop after the subscription period.

Become a VIP!

Txbit will introduce a new VIP program with unique and exclusive offers for Txbit 
Token holders. Holding Txbit Tokens will be rewarded through our VIP program. 
Depending on your VIP level, you will get a discount on the trading fees or ulti-
mately pay 0% fees.

After the launch of the VIP program, we will keep extending the VIP program with 
more benefits!

Note

Please note that this article gives an estimated distribution based on the current 
market conditions. The market conditions can differ when releasing our features, 
and we will adjust the numbers below accordingly. In other words, prices go up and 
down by the minute, and we will adapt the amounts based on the market prices on 
release dates.

VIP 0 100000 0.0900%

VIP 1 175000 0.0800%

VIP 2 250000 0.0700%

VIP 3 325000 0.0600%

VIP 4 400000 0.0500%

VIP 5 450000 0.0400%

VIP 6 550000 0.0300%

VIP 7 600000 0.0200%

VIP 8 675000 0.0100%

VIP 9 750000 0.0000%

Holding Txbit Trading feeStatus
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Txbit Token is the native token of Txbit Exchange

www.txbit.io


